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Time to renovate your indoor and outdoor range offerings. Providing golfers with both an indoor 
and outdoor option, alongside industry leading ball tracking technology, is mandatory for golf 
practice, present day. 

Compared to the traditional round of golf, high-tech driving ranges provide golfers with a 
competitive experience in a much shorter timeframe. Pair your next indoor or outdoor range 
renovation with POWER GOLF® and the industry leading ball tracking technology, for an 
experience that is next level. We aren’t practicing golf at the driving range as we play on the 
course. Golf is not flat. Aside from 18 tee boxes, nearly all shots on a golf course will include 
some degree of slope, requiring necessary adjustment.  

POWER GOLF® allows golfers of all skill levels the experience of an uneven lie in all directions, 
revolutionizing the way we practice golf at the touch of a button. Shots where the ball is above, 
below, or on side hill lies are the most difficult to execute, mainly because they are the least 
practiced. To practice these shots, a golfer would need to visit multiple locations throughout a 
golf course or would need to visit multiple uneven areas at the practice range. With POWER 
GOLF® any lie can be practiced at the push of a button. POWER GOLF® comes fully loaded with 
state-of-the-art technology including a wireless tablet, LED touchscreen on-deck display, 
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, standard AC power connection, rechargeable batteries also included. All 
electrical or programmable components of the platform meet CE certification for outdoor use of 
machinery & equipment.  

The company obtained a USPTO Registered Trademark on 9/7/2021 and filed a patent on 
7/1/2020. The company plans to unveil their mass production platform at the 2024 PGA Show.  

Practice How You Play. Better Practice, Better Golf, POWER GOLF®. 

Visit www.powergolf.us or email info@powergolf.us for inquiries. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


